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(the province’s capital) to demonstrate the tangible benefits of British rule to the city’s
Indian residents. This measure was necessary, he argued, since Lahore’s Indian population had grown increasingly skeptical of British intentions during the war.
Accordingly, J. P. Thompson, chief secretary to the Government of Punjab, urged
that a large group of journalists, students, and other “public men” in Lahore convene
for a walk-through “ocular demonstration of the veterinary college, . . . the North
West Railway workshops and stores, . . . the Flying Ground at Lahore Cantonment,
the [canal] weir, the Physics and Biology laboratories at Government College, and
the Indian Pictures [exhibition] in the Lahore Museum” (Government of Punjab,
Proceedings of the Home Department [General], 118/1918, 35). Suitable explanatory
lectures would be arranged at each stop. Thompson’s rationale for the tour was that
“at present there is no method to which Government can have recourse to directly
[combat] a hostile press” and that “our deeds which ought to speak for us, are not
made to speak” (Government of Punjab, Proceedings of the Home Department
[General], 118/1918, 35; emphasis added). What Thompson proposed, in other
words, was a walk through Lahore’s colonial landscape organized in such a way as to
“speak,” and speak eloquently, of the benefits of British rule.
Less than a year later, in April 1919, Indian protestors in Lahore gave an entirely
different set of meanings to the landscape that Thompson promoted. Following the
massacre of several hundred unarmed Indian civilians by General Reginald E. H. Dyer
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on an open plot of land in the nearby city of Amritsar (the Jallianwala Bagh),1
organized groups of protesters defaced, tore down, and burnt several British buildings
in the city, including at least one stop on Thompson’s itinerary. For several days
following the massacre, crowds marched through Lahore and destroyed images posted
on walls of the king and queen, attacked the Moghulpura Railway workshops and
station, cut telegraph lines, set fire to police stations, attacked churches, and tried to
demolish the Lahore jail. Within a matter of days, the colonial government imposed
martial law. For several days in April 1919, then, the colonial landscape indeed seemed
to “speak.” There was great disagreement, however, over what it was saying.
This article seeks to illustrate why “ocular demonstrations” of the government’s
material works—linked together in such a way as to “speak” of the benefits of British
rule—were considered a reasonable approach to educating Indian sentiment in the
early decades of the twentieth century. It also suggests reasons why, from approximately the same period onward, many saw that strategy as flawed. A durable set of
assumptions lay behind a proposal such as that of Thompson, assumptions nurtured
in eighteenth-century Britain that came to powerfully shape colonial reform in
nineteenth-century India. Perhaps the most important of these was the assumption
that abstract moral principles could be made manifest in material settings—that
physical settings were linked to deeper principles which lay beyond what could be
physically seen. For colonial officials such as Thompson, material settings had the
power to mold sentiments and behavior, and they believed that they did so in
predictable ways. This presumed connection between the material world and human
sentiment was a core feature behind the array of colonial projects—from a settlement
designed to reform “criminal” tribes to a scheme for improved urban housing—that
I consider in this article. Despite their obvious differences, each of these projects
sought to reshape Indian society by altering the material settings of everyday life.
The projects that I consider below were part of a larger tradition of liberal reform
in British India, a tradition with its own methods of training and a distinctive materialist pedagogy. The latter was considered necessary, since the full effect of an
altered environment could only be realized by someone properly trained to perceive
its both visible and invisible qualities. In the first section of this article, I explore the
philosophical underpinnings behind one version of this pedagogy that was considered
especially well suited to reform in colonial India, the “Object Lesson.” The Object
Lesson began as a distinctive method of teaching but became a more general idiomatic
expression for the galvanizing apprehension of some material reality; for example,
when railway employees living in new “model” houses survived a 1904 plague epidemic in Punjab better than their more poorly housed colleagues, one British official
called this an “object lesson that will not soon be forgotten” (Government of Punjab,
Proceedings of the Home Department [Medical and Sanitary], 16/1910, 78; emphasis
added). As a teaching method, the Object Lesson posited a determinant connection
between close observation of the material world and human moral development. In
1
The massacre, which occurred on April 13, 1919, began when Dyer confronted several
thousand people (both protestors and nonprotesting attendees of a local fair [the baisakhi mela])
who had gathered there despite a prohibition on mass assembly. Without issuing an order to
disband, Dyer’s troops opened fire on the crowd, killing hundreds and wounding perhaps
thousands more. Secondary monograph accounts of the Jallianwala Bagh massacre include
Draper 1981 and Furneaux 1963. The official government account of this event is recorded in
the “Hunter Commission Report” (1920) and in the dissenting “Congress Punjab Inquiry
Committee Report” (1920), both of which are collected together in the two volumes of Punjab
Disturbances, 1919–20 (1976).
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less explicit ways, that same idea informed a range of colonial projects directed at
social reform, shaping both their goals and their methods. In the second part of this
article, I examine how the same general ideas that underlay Object Lessons emerged
in a range of projects that, while diverse in their scales and settings, hinged on the
assumption that moral development depends on a properly ordered material world.
This assumption has implications for how we might understand the nature of
colonial power in which these projects participated. As a mode of social domination,
the projects that I discuss were designed to mold a person’s sentiments and faculties
of reason, rather than habituate his or her body to particular behaviors. The degree of
coercion and control involved in the projects that I explore varied considerably; some
projects were rigorously enforced, while others were fully voluntary. Even at the most
coercive end of the spectrum, however, the methods considered here were largely
meant to persuade, rather than force, social change. The ability to persuade, in turn,
presumed the existence of a reflective subject, one whose capacity for reasoned
judgment could be shaped and improved. For this reason, the practices that I discuss
here differ from what Michel Foucault has called “disciplinary” practices, a modern
form of control that identified the docile body (rather than the reflecting mind) as a
site that could be “subjected, used, transformed and improved” through a process of
“uninterrupted, constant coercion” (1977, 136–37).
As scholars of South Asia and elsewhere have shown, disciplinary practices were
central to the working of colonial prisons, penal colonies, workhouses, and asylums,
where movement was restricted and behavior was closely monitored (see Mitchell
1988; Arnold 1993; Yang 1987; Sen 2000, 2004). The same was not true of most
settings that I examine here, however. Rather than isolating the body’s gestures and
turning it into an “automatism of habit” (Foucault 1977, 135), the projects that I
explore worked through far less precise processes of emulation, self-conscious reflection
on the material world, and contemplation of exemplary models. As an expression of
governmental power, these projects were designed to gradually obviate the need for
more forceful means of control. David Scott has described this kind of colonial
governance as one “concerned above all with disabling old forms of life by systematically breaking down their conditions, and with constructing in their place new
conditions so as to enable—indeed, so as to oblige—new forms of life to come into
being” (1995, 193). The material environments of everyday life were considered to
be among the most important “conditions” enabling those “old forms of life,” and
their systematic rebuilding was the focus of a wide range of colonial projects. Despite
their ubiquity, however, these projects have yet to be theorized adequately by scholars
of colonial South Asia.
In the final section of my article, I consider how well these projects were thought
to work by the people who promoted them. By the early decades of the twentieth
century, officials in the colonial government began to question whether object lessons, model schemes, and the display of exemplary works actually created the effects
that were intended. Their answers, I argue, were mixed: while most held firmly to
the belief that environmental reform produced social change, not all agreed that these
reforms furthered British interests. In particular, when nationalist movements began
to challenge British authority through the very institutions and idioms of rule that
were meant to promote social betterment, many in the colonial government feared
that the reforms may have worked only too well. By the early decades of the twentieth
century, the colonial state largely abandoned the strategy of social reform through
material interventions of the type described here. Nevertheless, the methods continued
to be important, not least because they were easily appropriated and reworked by
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Indian subjects themselves. Even when these projects closely replicated British formal
principles, however, the social changes that they seemed to produce were not ones
that the British had anticipated. This last point is underscored by one final example:
a “model town” conceived and built by and for Indian residents according to a
progressive European model.

The Underpinnings of Materialist Pedagogy
Early nineteenth-century religious, economic, and political thought in Britain
and Europe provided the rationale for employing education in the work of colonial
governance. Historian Eric Stokes has traced the importance of education in colonial
reform to the twin influences of British Evangelicalism and the ideology of free trade,
both of which dominated early nineteenth-century theories of governance in India
(Stokes 1963, 27, 29–47). According to Stokes, Evangelical reformers felt that
education would prepare Indian minds to accept Christian truth by “liberating the
individual conscience from the tyranny of the [Hindu] priest” (32). Education would
also remove the obstinate strictures of paganism, ignorance (rendered often as
illiteracy), and civilizational decline that many in Britain thought India was mired
in. Finally, by liberating Indian society from its attachment to “immemorial habit,”
education would create new “dispositions” and “knowledges” necessary for Indians to
improve their material condition, not least by cultivating Indian tastes for the
products of British industry. For Stokes, this mingling of secular self-interest and
religious fervor provided a long-lasting motivation for liberal reform in India, where
“the passionate conviction that the ideals of altruism and the strongest claims of selfinterest coincided” (46).
Continental and British empiricist philosophy, in turn, helped ground this
conviction in the doctrine of man’s fundamental “malleability.” During the course of
the nineteenth century, disparate notions about the character of human nature concurred in the assumption that, as philosopher Maurice Mandelbaum put it, “there are
no specific ways of thinking and acting . . . so deeply entrenched in human nature
that they cannot be supplanted, either by the effects of the circumstances in which
men are placed, or by means of man’s own efforts” (1971, 141, 146). Whether Indians
should be strictly considered “men,” in the sense implied by that doctrine, had been
generally answered in the affirmative following John Locke’s widely accepted attack
on the theory of “innate” human endowments—consensus prevailed that Indians, like
Englishmen, began life as malleable clay. These two activities—considering the effects
of “men’s” circumstances in addition to the deliberate training of thought and action
to address improvement in those circumstances—coalesced to provide a firm foundation for British reform in nineteenth-century India.
How did these abstract philosophical ideas inform the concrete work of
environmental reform in colonial India? The material environment was drawn into
discourse on reform in India as both an object and a resource. This was due partly to
respect for knowledge ascertained through sensory experience of the material world
and partly to the close connection drawn between “environment” and “moral improvement” in liberalism’s deeply materialist outlook. A pedagogic technique developed at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the Object Lesson, helps illustrate
these points in more detail, since the intentions behind Object Lessons were common
to a diverse range of nineteenth-century reforms aimed at the development of human
perceptive and moral capacities.
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A Discourse on Objects
Swiss educationist and social reformer Johann Pestalozzi (1746–1827) first
developed Object Lessons as a teaching method. Pestalozzi’s method entailed having
children closely observe and then describe objects drawn from nature, objects that he
considered “pure.”2 By answering a series of factual questions about the object’s
physical properties, students gradually learned to connect their sensory perceptions
(is the object rough or smooth, heavy or light?) to more abstract scientific properties.
By framing the student’s direct observations in a carefully conceived didactic setting,
Pestalozzi and his followers believed they were developing a student’s Anschauung,
which can be translated as “intuition,” “sense-impression,” or “sense-experience”
(Dieter 1981, 49). These “sense-impressions” operated on the mind of a young student
to instill useful knowledge of the phenomenal world but also, through a step-wise
process, to refine their moral judgment.3 The technique worked, according to Jedan
Dieter, through a “metaphysic of the eye” (1981, 48). N. A. Calkins, a proponent of
Pestalozzi’s method, summarized its purpose by drawing the following connection
between attentive observation of objects and the cultivation of moral judgment, the
end goal of the method: “The senses furnish to the mind its means of contact with
the external world. Through sensations the mind gains perceptions from the objects
around it. Perceptions lead to conceptions of ideas, which are retained or recalled by
memory. Imagination takes up these ideas, combines and presents them in new forms.
Reason proceeds to investigate them by more definite modes, and judgment is the
result” (Calkins 1861, preface).
Pestalozzi’s methods were widely adopted for use in Great Britain, Europe, North
America, and colonies in the British empire. They were referred to in subsequent
teaching manuals as “Object Methods,” “Object Teaching,” “Objective Method,” and
finally “Object Lessons.” By the early nineteenth century, Object Lessons were adapted
to the Lancasterian system of schooling in Britain and the United States, which greatly
facilitated their introduction into colonial school curricula in India.4 Thomas
2
The idea that natural objects existed in a more “pure” state than products formed by
human industry was one that Pestalozzi shared with a number of Enlightenment thinkers.
Most of Pestalozzi’s biographers highlight the obvious importance of Jean Jacques Rousseau’s
writings (particularly the novel Émile) on Pestalozzi’s thought. The most thorough compilation
of nineteenth-century writings on Pestalozzi and Pestalozzianism is Barnard 1906.
3
An American proponent of Pestalozzi’s method, E. A. Sheldon, explained the process of
step-wise progression entailed in the method as that of proceeding “from the known to the
unknown—from the particular to the general—from the concrete to the abstract—from the
simple to the more difficult” (1869, 15). In the particular case of “moral instruction,” for
example, Sheldon described the following progression of topics: “In the First Step, the teacher
seeks to awaken the moral sense. . . . In the Second Step, the child learns to distinguish,
appreciate, and name moral qualities. In the Third Step, the child is led to consider moral
conduct, and to distinguish moral character. . . . In the Fourth Step, the child proceeds to
consider the relations of moral qualities, the basis on which moral conduct ought to rest. . . .
In short, he commences the study of moral principles” (391; emphasis in the original).
4
Andrew Bell, who opened a reform school in Madras at the end of the eighteenth century,
developed a system similar to that of Joseph Lancaster at approximately the same time. Bell
described his system as “completed in all its parts” with its “concatenation of occasional usher
and sub-usher, . . . [its] series of consecutive regulations, linked together in the closest union,
and forming a digested theory, composed of laws derived from observation, confirmed by
experience, and founded on acknowledged principles of humanity” (1808/1993, 88–87; see
also Salmon 1932, xx–xxi). On Lancaster’s system, also called the “monitorial system” or the
system of “mutual education” for its reliance on student monitors instead of trained teachers,
see Markus 1982, 201–62; Upton 1996. On the application of Object Lesson pedagogy in
colonial India more generally, see Sengupta 2003.
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Babington Macaulay wrote his famous “Minute on Indian Education of 2nd February,
1835” (1835) while arguing to extend the Lancasterian method to a program for mass
education in India. Macaulay’s call to create an English-educated middle class in India
to “be interpreters between us and the millions whom we govern; a class of persons
Indian in blood and colour, but English in tastes, in opinions, in morals, and in
intellect” is an adequate summary of the goals behind materialist reform in India more
generally (Young 1952, 729; see also Stokes 1963, 46).
The diffusion of Pestalozzi’s methods, sometimes augmented with schoolroom
disciplines adapted to the Lancasterian method (including codes of drill), is illustrated
by the circulation of textbooks on “object teaching” published in large numbers from
the mid-nineteenth century onward. One of the earliest of these books, Lessons on
Objects, was published in London in 1830. The author was Elizabeth Mayo, who, along
with her brother Charles, founded the Home and Colonial School Society in London
in 1836 for the purpose of training teachers for posts in England and its colonial
dependencies (Simon 1960). Mayo’s book was received skeptically when it was first
published. According to E. A. Sheldon, who in 1861 founded a Pestalozzian school
in Oswego, New York, based on the Mayos’ example, “the idea of systematically using
the material world as one of the means of educating the minds of children was so
novel and untried a thing in England, that the title ‘Lessons on Objects’ excited many
a smile” (Sheldon 1863, 5). Some thirty years after Lessons on Objects was first published,
however, in his introduction to the book’s fifteenth edition, Sheldon made reference
to the widespread use of Object Lessons in elementary school curricula and in
institutions for the training of teachers.5
Indeed, throughout the last quarter of the nineteenth century, a large number of
manuals on the method of teaching with objects were published and distributed to
teachers’ training schools in Europe and abroad. In 1885 a newly published manual
on Object Lessons appeared in Lahore. The following year, the Punjab Textbook
Committee prescribed the use of Umrao Singh and Lala Munshi Lal’s Urdu text, Ashya
ke Sabaq (lit., “Object Lessons”), for use in normal schools throughout Punjab and at
the Teachers’ Training College in Lahore (Government of Punjab, Proceedings of the
Home Department [General], “Report on the Publications Registered in the Punjab
Under Act XXV of 1867 during the year 1886,” 1887). As all these manuals make
clear, Object Lessons were considered especially suitable for instructing nonliterate
students, either young children entering school or, alternately, adults who had no
previous formal education. This combination of features is what made Object Lessons
a potentially powerful device for training what colonial officials thought of as
“childlike” Indian minds.6

5
The very popularity of the term “Object Lesson” seems to have created a market for texts
of that title that had little or nothing to do with the Pestalozzian system. Sheldon wrote the
following: “Again, book speculators are continually making use of the term as a catch word,
for the purpose of disposing of their wares; thus imposing upon the uninitiated, and bringing
into discredit methods of which these books are the farthest possible from being the representatives” (1863, 470).
6
Uday Singh Mehta, among others, has elegantly documented the “deployment of the
metaphor of childhood” by nineteenth-century British liberal theorists to describe the character
of Indian mental development. Mehta writes that the theme of India’s childhood “is the fixed
point underlying the various imperial imperatives of education, forms of governance and the
alignment with progress” (1999, 31).
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From Objects to Models
In addition to colonial school teaching manuals, Object Lessons had another
presence in colonial discourse. By the turn of the twentieth century and occasionally
earlier, the term “object lesson” was used extensively to characterize the result of seeing
or physically experiencing some physical event that had imprinted a vivid lesson on
the mind. This second, more general meaning characterized the goal behind a number
of reform projects discussed in this section. The migration of the term “object lesson”
from specialized pedagogical discourse to ordinary speech paralleled the gradual
abandonment of object teaching in schools. By the turn of the twentieth century, for
reasons discussed in a later section, Johann Pestalozzi’s methods were largely considered outmoded; however, we can also see this change in usage as evidence of a broadening conviction, at least among English speakers, that objects from the material
world had the power to instruct.
For many officials engaged in the administration of public life in colonial India,
the landscape of a town, village, or city was filled with “discoursing”—and therefore
potentially educative—objects, including buildings, natural landscape features, and
all the physical infrastructure that went into making a street. With conscious attention
to design and organization, the ordinary material fabric of a village or city might
continuously irrigate the Indian social body with a flow of improving effects. In
projects based on this assumption, reform would derive from a kind of somatic
experience, one that worked tirelessly and pervasively on the sense-faculties of anyone
intently contemplating their surroundings. M. L. Dhingra, an Indian physician based
in Edinburgh who wrote at the turn of the century, stated the principle succinctly:
“[T]he influence which surroundings exercise over the human mind is, I believe,
enormous. . . . [It is] not a mere question of ‘brickwork and mortar,’ but an important
civilizing endeavor” (1901, 320).
The settings singled out for this kind of approach were usually of a particular
type. Colonial officials believed that in India long residence in a particular locale
solidified stubborn customs and made people resistant to change. Therefore, officials
proposed reform in settings where the bonds of custom had been weakened by spatial
dislocation or where permanent settlement was itself a catalyst for change. In the
Punjab, these settings included new settlement camps for wandering tribes, new
villages for Punjab’s canal-dependent peasants, and the racially mixed civil stations
in the province’s rapidly transforming cities.
The idea that Indian living habits led to physical and moral disorder was a durable
colonial stereotype. As one member of an 1863 Royal Commission on health commented, “the habits of the natives are such that, unless they are closely watched, they
cover the whole neighbouring surface with filth” (United Kingdom, 1863, 81). Living
habits, filth, and morality were linked together in nineteenth-century British thought,
often in direct and explicit ways:7
The perception of beauty and deformity, of refinement and grossness, of decency and
vulgarity, of propriety and indecorum, is the first thing which influences man to
attempt an escape from a groveling, brutish character. . . . [I]n most persons, this
perception is awakened by what may be called the exterior of society, particularly by
the mode of building. Uncouth, mean, ragged, dirty houses, constituting the body
7

This theme is developed in, among others, Markus 1982; Davidoff and Hall 1987; Poovey
1995; Thompson 1988.
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of any town, will regularly be accompanied by coarse, groveling manners. The dress,
the furniture, the equipage, the mode of living, and the manners, will all correspond
with the appearance of the buildings.
(Loudon 1853, 3; emphasis in original)

The “native” districts of Indian cities, with their unkempt bazaars and confusing
tangle of streets, were considered emblematic of moral degeneracy. The mixed-race
civil stations of cities, however, were where Europeans and Indians lived closest in
proximity. The colonial government therefore focused its greatest attention on
changing the physical conditions and Indian modes of living in these mixed residential
districts. These “modes and conditions,” rather than perpetuating a stable and
contented society as they were thought to do in the countryside, became the primary
objects of reform in cities.8
Unlike late nineteenth-century urban reform projects in continental Europe, those
in India were usually small-scale interventions rather than wholesale demolitions or
restructurings.9 Rather than risk inciting revolt by destroying offending settlements,
most officials argued that piecemeal reconfiguration of faulty streets, buildings, and
neighborhoods on new lines would gradually produce new, more orderly habits. Urban
reform often began, thus, by isolating problem areas into smaller, more manageable
parts. Once suitably isolated, new constructions could be inserted into the existing
context to begin influencing change. The form that these constructions most often
took was that of the “model,” and models were often referred to, in turn, as “object
lessons.”
Consider the case of Mozang, an Indian neighborhood in the center of Lahore’s
predominantly European civil station. In 1913 Punjab’s sanitary commissioner S.
Browning Smith made the following proposal at a sanitary conference in Simla:
The acquisition of crowded and insanitary collections of buildings which exist in
many places in the suburbs of our larger towns and rebuilding on model lines would
prove most valuable object-lessons, and possibly be remunerative. . . . Mozang, for
instance, with a sewerage system in prospect, might be laid out as a model sanitary
village, its danger as a center for the spread of epidemic disease abolished, and so
prove of great educational value; other suburbs of Lahore suggest themselves for
similar treatment.
(“Report on the Punjab Sanitary Conference” 1913, 164)

8
Gilmartin and others have argued that colonial intervention in the Punjab countryside,
while productive of radical physical and economic change, nevertheless attempted to leave rural
tribal and village social structure largely intact. These structures were given legal primacy in
Punjab’s system of government through permanent settlements in land; the codification of
customary law; rules prohibiting the alienation of rural land from “agricultural classes”; and
the incorporation of tribal, village, and religious leaders as intermediaries in the colonial system
(1988, esp. 11–38, 74).
9
This was a feature common to England and its colonies alike. On the difference between
continental and Anglo-American urban restructuring during the nineteenth century, see Fishman 1987, especially 3–15. In the aftermath of the Sepoy Rebellion of 1857, when native
troops turned against their British officers and European civilians across north India in response
to rumors that the army’s ammunition was lubricated with swine fat, punitive demolitions
were undertaken in the older Indian quarters of some cities, including Delhi and Lucknow.
Material alterations to most Indian districts were modest throughout the colonial period,
however, and focused on major thoroughfares and utilities infrastructure (drainage, water supply, and later electricity). For a history of urban restructuring in Lucknow following the
rebellion, see Oldenburg 1984; for Delhi, see Gupta 1971, 1981.
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Smith’s proposal went unheeded, but his assumptions were widely shared. The
conference’s keynote speaker, Punjab’s lieutenant governor Michael O’Dwyer, commented on a range of buildings constructed by the colonial government that he
believed worked much the same way. Among these, O’Dwyer listed model grain
stores; soldiers’ quarters in cantonments; police stations; barracks; schools; and modelhousing schemes for railway employees, doctors, and teachers. O’Dwyer concluded by
stating that “last but not least, no man ever serves a sentence of imprisonment in our
jails without getting a wholesome if involuntary object lesson in sanitation” (“Report
on the Punjab Sanitary Conference” 1913, 7; emphasis added).
While model houses, grain stores, and soldiers’ quarters were easily constructed,
model schemes for reforming urban neighborhoods such as Mozang remained largely
paper proposals, since the high cost of purchasing land in cities often made larger
developments impossible. Mozang was a particularly thorny object for British administrators in Lahore, since its character and proximity to European dwellings had long
posed a presumed threat to public health. Because of this, the neighborhood’s fate
was in the balance almost continually from the 1880s until well after the conference
cited above. As early as November 1887, the superintendent of works at Punjab’s
Public Works Department (PWD) wrote the following:
[Mozang] is really a second city, having 10,000 inhabitants, right in the middle of
the civil station, the present state of which is probably about as bad as can be
imagined. . . . [W]ithin an area of less than four acres are crowded some 10,000
people mostly in tortuous lanes and alleys thoroughly saturated with sewage. . . .
[T]he place is a hotbed of disease. . . . I suppose it is out of the question to propose
moving this in every way objectionable feature out of the civil station [altogether]?
(Government of Punjab, Public Works Department, memo, 860/1887)

Three years later, the city’s superintending engineer wrote the following reply,
noting how human excrement burned in Mozang’s brick kilns contributed to “the
particular Lahore smell”:
[The question has been asked:] “Has the removal of the village ever been
contemplated and seriously considered?” There is no doubt this would be the best
solution. A populous and dirty place like this, in the center of the civil lines of
Lahore, is most objectionable; but I fear the cost of removal would be prohibitive. It
is the home of a great many of the domestic servants of the station, and, according
to the last census had a population of 7,300, but is now said to be over 8,000.
(Proceedings of the Home Department [Medical and Sanitary],
case no. 10, February 1890)

What could not be accomplished in whole, however, could perhaps be
accomplished in part. In 1890 Lahore’s deputy commissioner Colonel C. Beadon
pondered the prospect of removing Mozang outright: “The suggestion would, I think,
be worthy of consideration were funds available for the purpose. I have, however,
thought that even a partial removal of habitation would be a great improvement in
the present condition of affairs” (Government of Punjab, Proceedings of the Home
Department [Medical and Sanitary], case no. 10, March 1890; emphasis added).
Beadon suggested moving some parts of Mozang to an area outside the settlement
earmarked for extension. On a detailed map of Mozang he had drawn up, Beadon
sketched—in pencil—the layout of a new residential settlement. Having done the
calculations for the cost of his scheme, however, Beadon admitted that it would not
work: “I have roughly estimated that the project would itself cost Rs. 76,144, and
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even this sum is more than the Municipal funds could afford” (Government of Punjab,
Proceedings of the Home Department [Medical and Sanitary], case no. 10, March
1890). The only option, given the budget, seemed to be a partial realignment of
drainage channels and improvements to Mozang’s water supply. “The improvement
of the village of Mozang, if it cannot be removed, is of very great importance to the
station,” he concluded, “and I should like to see the whole scheme carried through at
once instead of piece-meal” (Government of Punjab, Proceedings of the Home
Department [Medical and Sanitary], case no. 10, March 1890; emphasis added).
Improvements were carried out piecemeal, nevertheless, and rudimentary improvements to Mozang’s drainage scheme took nearly three years to complete. One
year after the project’s completion, Mozang seemed to have reverted to its original
state. Crawford Roe, a sanitary inspector walking through the city, noted in his report:
“This place [Mozang] has been partially drained, and the work was reported as
complete in 1893. The arrangement of these drains is so defective that in many places
they are already breaking away. . . . [T]here is little doubt that sooner or later the
whole thing will have to be done over again” (Government of Punjab, Proceedings of
the Home Department [Medical and Sanitary], 10/February 1897, 49).
These seemingly durable, inherently disorderly enclaves in cities were insurmountable obstacles to any large-scale plans for urban restructuring. Even though
rebuilding a neighborhood such as Mozang into a “model sanitary village” might
“prove of great educational value,” as Smith argued above, interventions in the costly
and populous neighborhoods of cities were often considered impossible. Outside
Punjab’s larger cities, however, there was more scope for intervention. In the
countryside, entire model villages were sometimes constructed with didactic
intentions in mind.
The earliest use of model villages was in new reformatory settlements for Punjab’s
“criminal tribes,” a term British officials applied to several groups of seminomadic
pastoralists whom they saw as genetically predisposed to crime (Yang 1985; Singha
1998). As early as 1856, reformatories were established for these groups in an attempt
to induce a settled, industrious lifestyle. The reformatories were of two basic types,
“agricultural” and “industrial,” and a disciplined regimen of work was enforced at
each. Upon settlement, a register of names was drawn up at each reformatory, and
roll was called every morning and evening to ensure that no one left without permission. Permission to leave could be granted by an overseer to adult males for no
more than twenty-four hours. Women, in many cases, could not leave at all, since, as
one official argued, “while [women] remain free it is almost impossible to check crime,
as they are the principal receivers of the stolen goods, and it is well known that they
encourage and taunt the men” (Government of Punjab, Proceedings of the Home
Department [Police], “Measures for the Control and Reclamation of Criminal Tribes
in the Punjab and the Appointment of an Officer to Manage Them,” case no. 65,
April 1916, 104).
The layout of a criminal tribe settlement was designed to give an overseer a clear
view into the quotidian details of residential life. Some settlements were built
according to the “French Canadian plan”: organized in long narrow strips of land,
with a road running through the center of the settlement and individual cottages
facing the road (fig. 1). The advantage of this plan, according to its designer, F. Booth
Tucker, was that by having houses placed close together, “there is not the loneliness
of a farm house situated upon its own land.” He went on to note, of course, that “the
road running through the center makes supervision comparatively easy” (Government
of Punjab, Proceedings of the Home Department [Police], case no. 65, April 1916,
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Figure 1. Criminal tribe settlement layout, agricultural village based
on the “French model,” Punjab, ca. 1916 (Government of Punjab,
Proceedings of the Home Department [Police],
case no. 65, April 1916, 104).
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103). In other settlements, residents were housed in long lines of cell-like rooms
roughly ten feet on each side, with each line separated from the others by a large
enclosed courtyard (fig. 2). Whatever the particularities of the plan, each settlement
was designed to be surveyed quickly from a central location. If criminal activity relied
on the art of concealment, then periodic inspections of the settlement—including
each house—were designed to make criminal activity impossible. At the Mina tribal
reformatory in the Gurgaon District, for example, house inspections were carried out
weekly (Government of Punjab, Proceedings of the Home Department [General], case
no. 5, August 1873, 773).
Criminal tribe settlements can be seen as similar in nature to a prison or asylum,
and their success depended in part on new forms of discipline. Nevertheless, the idea
that a particular spatial configuration could eliminate “the loneliness of a farm house
situated on its own land” suggests that disciplining behavior was only part of the
goal. Even though criminal tribe settlements were governed through a strict regime
of surveillance, visibility was an aid to moral development in these settlements as
much as a check on behavior. British social historian Mary Poovey has discussed the
imbrication of visibility and moral improvement in nineteenth-century England, and
her observations are relevant here as well. Poovey reminds us that for nineteenthcentury Britons, virtue was something that had to be demonstrated and thus could
only develop when made visible. She writes that in England, “surveillance and ocular
penetration of poor neighborhoods were generally considered to be as critical to the
inculcation of virtue as was the cultivation of taste” (1995, 35). In a society such as
India where individuals were considered prone to disappear from the moralizing gaze
of their putative superiors—in this case, a reform-minded state—a properly constructed environment might itself prevent moral lapse.
A suitably organized environment was the primary vehicle for change in a number
of other settings in Punjab as well. Beginning in the late 1880s and continuing into
the twentieth century, the colonial state built several new villages in Punjab’s canalirrigated districts based on model designs. Inundation canals had been a feature of
Punjab’s countryside for several hundred years. The British government began
refurbishing many of these canals and building new ones shortly after taking formal
control of the province in 1849. By the 1880s, large tracts of irrigated land were
available for cultivation, and the colonial government began granting agricultural
plots to individual and group recipients according to a range of different priorities.10
These new canal-colony settlements provided an ideal opportunity to transform
peasant society in Punjab’s countryside by changing the material settings of agricultural life. “For the British, as much as for earlier Indus Basin states, the link between
canal building, agricultural settlement, and political control was central to the
construction of state power,” writes historian David Gilmartin. “[A]gricultural
settlement was important to the British not only for its role in the establishment of
order, but perhaps even more critically, for its role in encouraging a general ‘moral’
transformation” (1994, 132–33).
Canal colonies, as these newly irrigated and settled areas were called, differed from
other rural tracts in the Punjab in significant ways. What made town sites in these
10

These included the desire to permanently settle Punjab’s pastoral tribes, whose wandering lifestyle and perceived propensity for cattle theft threatened British notions of a stable
yeoman peasantry in the countryside; a desire to reward decommissioned soldiers and officers
from the colonial army; and a desire to provide opportunities to enterprising capitalists who
could organize colony-town economies on a profitable basis. A fuller account of colonization
in the Punjab appears in Ali 1988; see also Gilmartin 1988.

Figure 2. Criminal tribe settlement for the Mina tribe, Gurgaon District, Punjab, ca. 1873 (Government of Punjab, Proceedings of the
Home Department [General], case no. 5, August 1873, 773).
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Figure 3. Clock tower in Lyallpur (Faisalabad, Pakistan) built around
1896 (photograph by author).
colonies more suitable for environmental reform than older villages in the province
was the assumption by colonial officials that newly settled towns lacked the binding
ties of custom that characterized social life in the older villages. The residents who
settled in Punjab’s new canal colonies, therefore, were thought to be particularly
susceptible to the moral effects of environmental reform. From the 1880s until the
early 1920s, in the districts of Gujranwala, Gujrat, Jhang, Lahore, Montgomery,
Multan, Sheikupura, and Sialkot, colonial engineers laid out new colony towns with
broad streets, large house sites, and ample room for expansion. The town of Lyallpur,
for example, was built in 1896 according to the design of captain Popham Young.
The town was built in a gridiron pattern, with eight bazaars radiating from a central
chauk (square). Separate quarters were provided for Hindus and Muslims and at the
edge of town for low-caste sweepers, gwalas (cow keepers), and tenants of the town
farm (Gazetteer of the Chenab Colony, 1904 1905, 149–51). The streets in Lyallpur were
lighted; the town’s water supply was kept clean; public latrines on a “modern pattern”
were built both inside and outside the town’s limits; and in the town’s main square,
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an imposing sandstone clock tower announced, in measured and regular intervals, the
arrival of a new mode of life (fig. 3).
Standard village plans were developed over time for use in Punjab’s canal colonies.
Each plan was tailored to the type of settlers who would inhabit the village (fig. 4).
All the plans were based on a grid, with separate sections earmarked for different
religious groups and classes of laborer. Existing social hierarchies based on caste,
religion, and race were left intact, in other words, but their spatial relations were
reordered. These standardized spatial relationships produced a regular and predictable
relationship between a person’s social position and his or her position in abstract space.
Colony towns thus differed from Punjab’s older villages by emphasizing sanitation,
orderly arrangement, and a new kind of spatial hierarchy.
By the turn of the twentieth century, this new physical milieu, coupled with the
social dislocation brought about by resettlement, was seen to be producing an effect.
In 1907 a committee formed to report on canal settlements noted that “the clear and
orderly surroundings of the colony villages are having an educative effect on the
people” (“Report of the Colonies Committee, Punjab, 1907–08,” 1908, 37). Around
the same time, the inspector-general of civil hospitals in Punjab argued that spatial
experiments in the newly developing canal colonies “ought to be object lessons” to others
on the advantages of sanitary living: “[E]very family hutted would be an object-lesson
that could not fail to have its effect in inducing others to take the step” (Government
of Punjab, Proceedings of the Home Department [Medical and Sanitary], 15/August
1905; emphasis added). For one commentator, the new customs that appeared to be
growing in canal-colony towns were evidence of a “natural” process: “The conditions
among which [canal colonists] find themselves are novel. They are far removed from
the main body of their tribe; and it is understood that already there are signs that the
continuity of residence and community of conditions and needs are developing, new
customs are already growing up which . . . are more or less common to the colony
. . . The process is natural and inevitable” (Government of Punjab, Proceedings of the
Home Department [Judicial], 6/April 1907, 15; emphasis added).
This last comment underlines how taken for granted the supposedly determinant
connection between material “conditions” and social “customs” had become by the
early decades of the twentieth century. For many colonial officials, progress in reform
depended primarily on the efficacy of the material alterations themselves, something
that could be methodically studied and applied. The officials who designed model
villages, neighborhoods, and reform settlements worked by codifying and replicating
standardized spatial ensembles, applying those ensembles to chosen settings, and
monitoring the effects that they produced. The designs all emphasized clear lines of
sight, standardized components, and a hierarchical system of ordering. These physical
devices were meant to instill both a new appreciation for rational ordering and the
moral qualities attached to that kind of order in the colonial spatial imagination.11
In some quarters at least, the result was considered “inevitable.”
11
Architectural historian Dell Upton has defined the term “spatial imagination” as “a
habit of thinking about social relationships physically,” or a way of sorting out society’s different groups and placing them into desirable relationships with one another. “The spatial
imagination envisions relationships among people as a synthesis of physical and nonphysical
qualities. It conjures up a kind of Platonic space that encompasses all possible connections, all
desirable relationships, at once. This fusion of the material and the non-material can never be
achieved in the real world, for the spatial imagination addresses the ‘ought-tos’ rather than
the ‘can-bes’ of social and spatial life” (1996, 239). Foucault comes close to the same definition
(without ascribing a name) in the following passage: “[T]he disciplines create complex spaces
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Figure 4. Typical canal-colony-village layout plan for use in the Jhang
and Bhowana irrigation tracts, ca. 1900 (Gazetteer of the Chenab Colony,
1904 1905, app., 14[c]).
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Contradictory Outcomes of Reform
Nevertheless, by the early decades of the twentieth century, many officials
questioned whether the effects created by these measures were those that had actually
been intended. The sources of doubt on this question came from multiple directions.
For one thing, fewer people in general by that time believed that “dispositions,”
“character,” and “proper sentiments” were bound together with the physical environment in such determinant or mechanistic ways. In his book, Jonathan Crary documents the rejection (by the 1880s in Europe and the United States) of earlier
“passive” views of human understanding—ones that posited a subject passively
receiving sensations through unwilled action—and the concurrent rise of models that
emphasized, among other things, the role of “memory, desire, will, [and] anticipation”
in perceiving and processing sensory information (1999, 27). Late nineteenth-century
developments in the relatively new field of psychology also helped discredit the earlier
methods. The study of “behavior,” in particular, led to the development of increasingly
scientific methods to gauge the working of the mind. In the process, an earlier
emphasis on “experience” was gradually replaced by a focus on “attention,” “conditioned response,” and various forms of selective awareness (Mead 1936, 386–91).
Events on the ground in early twentieth-century Punjab, as elsewhere in India,
cast further doubt on the wisdom of pursuing liberal reforms. The reasons for this
were not hard to find, since by that time a politically active Indian middle class was
positing changes of its own. British education introduced new scientific and
philosophical avenues of thought to this small but increasingly influential group, and
its leaders were quick to appropriate them. Not surprisingly, this political class shared
many of the concepts, values, and institutional modes of organization that underlay
British liberal reform. This coalescence in intellectual approach was qualified,
however, by the different goals that each community pursued. British and Indian
voices for reform did not speak with a single voice of authority, even if their concerns
sometimes overlapped.
In the Punjab, differences between the British and Indian communities emerged
most clearly in a series of confrontations that took place between the colonial government and nationalist activists in the early twentieth century.12 Punjab’s nationalist
leaders, like their counterparts across India, organized swadeshi campaigns (a movement to boycott the use of foreign goods and capital) in the banking, insurance, and
cloth goods sectors beginning in the 1890s; by 1900 the nationalist movement
attracted a substantial following (Sohal 1992; Trivedi 2003). In 1907 a series of events
triggered the first of several serious confrontations between the colonial government
and nationalist activists in Punjab. The immediate causes in 1907 were anger over an
increase in agricultural land revenues, a series of published accounts in the newspaper
the Punjabi about colonial officers cruelly mistreating their servants while out on tour,
and the imprisonment of that newspaper’s editor in Lahore for having incited “racial
hatred” against the English. The editor’s arrest led to riots in the city that were put
that are at once architectural, functional and hierarchical. . . . [T]hey are mixed spaces: real
because they govern the disposition of buildings, rooms, furniture, but also ideal, because they
are projected over [an] arrangement of characterizations, assessments, hierarchies” (1977, 148).
12
The history of nationalism in the Punjab is a subject far too complex to address meaningfully in this article. My purpose here, however, is to point to a context outside the more
theoretical discourse with which we have been concerned thus far that shaped that discourse
without totally determining it (see, for example, Gajrani 1980; Sharma 1980; Kumar 1997;
Singh 1976).
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down with government force. Following these events, several prominent journalists
associated with the paper were arrested in Lahore and tried for sedition. Their lawyers,
Lala Lajput Rai and Ajit Singh, were themselves later arrested, tried, and convicted
of treason. Despite loud protests against the verdict, both men were deported to Burma
(Gajrani 1980; Sharma 1980).
These events galvanized anti-British sentiment among a large sector of the Indian
population in Punjab and served to weaken British authority further. The massacre
at Jallianwalla Bagh in Amritsar in 1919, described briefly at the beginning of this
article, pushed anticolonial sentiment further still. Anticolonial resistance was a
multifaceted process in India and far more complex than I have suggested here. The
broader point, however, is that from a range of British perspectives, developments
such as these illustrated that colonial “subjects,” once they had undergone liberal
reform, would increasingly demand the rights of “citizens”—including the right to
replace their own government.
There were many political responses to that realization. Some responses, such as
the Montague-Chelmsford reforms of 1919, which broadened political participation
by Indians at the provincial level, were largely conciliatory (Metcalf 1989, 222–30).
Others, such as the imposition of martial law in Punjab following the Jallianwalla
Bagh incident, revealed an enduring and violent commitment to paternalistic control.
The net effect of both these kinds of responses, however, was ultimately the same: the
widening of an already present distance between Indian and British colonial society.
That distance was acknowledged in both large and small ways. The same year that
the massacre took place in Amritsar, a British official in the Punjab government
proposed measures to encourage “social intercourse” between British officers and
Indian residents to help soothe angry relations (Government of Punjab, Proceedings
of the Home Department [General], 121/September 1919, 11–12). These included
offering a small grant of money to any officer who wished to hold a “tennis party” for
Indian guests. The district commissioner of Jullunder expressed a common opinion
when he wrote the following response: “[T]he very people who have attended our
garden parties in the last few years are those who have been instigating or at least not
officiously striving to prevent the mob from attacking Europeans and burning
churches. . . . The educated classes have by their own acts definitely cut off all
possibility of social intercourse. Personally, I want no grant” (Government of Punjab,
Proceedings of the Home Department [General], 121/September 1919, 12). In both
large and small ways, by the early decades of the twentieth century, the range of
interactions possible between Indian and British society—and thus the possibilities
for positing connections between the two—had narrowed from a previous period.

An Indian Model
The techniques that I have described thus far survived much longer, however,
than British fears about their results. The assumptions that imbued object lessons,
model schemes, and exemplary material works with their imaginative power continued to find support within Punjab’s Indian and British communities alike, despite
political divisions. By the turn of the century, Punjab’s indigenous residents
increasingly authored projects of their own that drew closely on colonial models. Even
when those projects almost perfectly replicated British models in form, however, the
social practices that made them meaningful derived from more local sources. An
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Indian “model” settlement built near the outskirts of Lahore, beginning in 1926,
helps illustrate this point.
The settlement in question was called Model Town and was built by middleclass Indian residents—largely retired employees of Lahore’s municipal government—
with funds collected through private subscription. The history of Model Town’s
conception is not well documented. Prakash Tandon, author and former chairman of
the board of Hindustan Lever, Inc., however, spent time in his retired father’s house
in Model Town during the late 1930s and early 1940s and wrote about this experience
in his memoir, Punjabi Century. Tandon’s book provides a rare and perhaps unique
retrospective sketch of social life in Model Town shortly after the settlement’s
inception. In Tandon’s opinion, “Model Town was a place, the like of which had never
been and will never be seen again” (1968, 236).
Model Town embodied many of the planning ideals made prominent by Ebenezer
Howard in his book Garden Cities of Tomorrow (1902). Diwan Khem Chand, a barrister
who had studied for the bar in England in 1909, was the guiding force behind Model
Town’s creation and an admirer of Howard’s ideals. Howard’s Garden City was meant
to combine the restorative elements of the countryside (gardens and open space) with
institutions appropriate for a decentralized civic society (small industry, shops,
professional services, schools, and so on). Although not trained as a physical planner,
Howard published a series of diagrams in his book showing the Garden City as circular
in plan, with radial streets, circumferential boulevards, and a large open park at the
center.13
Model Town’s founders may have also received support from the Scottish town
planner Patrick Geddes, who visited Lahore during the winter of 1917.14 In a 1913
13
While Howard emphasized that his circular Garden City plan was a “diagram only,”
and meant for it to be modified in actual use, his illustration of one “ward” plan in Garden
Cities of Tomorrow was more realistic (1902, 22). In this illustration, many features of the ward,
including the radial streets, neighborhood parks, industries at the perimeter, and large circular
garden at the city’s center, are drawn in careful detail. Historian Robert Fishman argues that
despite their diagrammatic nature, there was “nothing merely mechanical” about Howard’s
plans: “Howard does not seem to have been familiar with the designs for geometric cities that
utopian socialists had put forward earlier in the nineteenth century. Nonetheless . . . Howard
had inherited that tradition in English utopian thought in which it was assumed that society
could be improved just as a machine could—through the appropriate adjustments. A properly
functioning society would thus take on the precise and well-calculated look of a good machine”
(1999, 41).
14
Geddes held a number of official and unofficial positions in India between 1914 and
1919, including professor of civics and sociology at the University of Bombay and planning
consultant to numerous municipalities and princely states (Ziffren 1972, 3–101). In this latter
capacity, Geddes wrote some fifty town-planning reports on several different Indian cities.
These reports reveal Geddes’ sympathetic approach to the indigenous quarters of Indian cities,
arguing for their conservation and improvement through “conservative surgery,” rather than
through wholesale demolition or slum clearance. The reports also address the growing need
for housing outside the crowded quarters of Indian cities, however, and the model that Geddes
had in mind for new suburban developments clearly drew on Howard’s Garden City. In his
1917 report on Lahore, as we will see, Geddes identified several sites outside the city suitable
for planned “Garden Village” suburbs that had much in common with the Garden City model
(1972, 424–28). Elsewhere, in a report for the Raja Holkar of Indore State, Geddes described
the new suburbs he planned for Indore in language borrowed directly from Howard: “[In new
garden suburbs,] town and country conditions are peculiarly united and combined, with much
of the advantages and economy of both, and with fewer than hitherto of the disadvantages of
either” (1918, 76). Few of the layout plans that Geddes drew for Indore’s new suburbs, however,
show much formal symmetry. Even more than Howard, Geddes emphasized the importance
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Figure 5. Site plan of Model Town, Lahore, in 1949. The site of Lahore
is about ten kilometers northeast of the project (Co-operative Model Town
Society Limited, Souvenir 1951, n.p.).
publication that predated his trip to Lahore, Geddes wrote approvingly of Howard
and the Garden City movement generally and cited the Hampstead Garden Suburb
outside London as a “great object lesson” worthy of imitation (1972, 189). While in
Lahore, Geddes conducted a survey of the central city and surrounding neighborhoods
and submitted a report to the Municipal Committee praising a new “Garden Village”
growing up outside the developed portion of town (425–26). Whatever Geddes’s role
may have been, Howard’s ideas were circulating in Lahore around the time of his
visit; five years after Geddes filed his report, the planning of Model Town was well
underway.
Just as Howard had envisioned for his Garden City scheme, the land for Model
Town was purchased by a limited partnership company, The Model Town Cooperative Society. According to the bylaws of the society, house plots and open space
of adapting new construction to the particularities of a given site: “Variety arises as each suburb
or village plan is worked out in detail, since all existing natural and architectural features
worth preserving have to be respected and utilised, such as good trees, existing homes and
wells, temples and tombs, etc. as also open views of country or river” (1918, 77). For more on
Geddes’s role in India, see Hall 2002, 263–70; Ferreira and Jha 1976. For excerpts of reports
on particular cities, see Stalley 1972 (Lahore); Tyrwhitt 1947 (various cities); Geddes 1918
(Indore).
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were held in common, while individual houses were privately owned. The planners
of Model Town took Howard’s abstract ideas for the Garden City plan literally,
turning the circular geometry and radial streets of his sketch diagram into a blueprint
for actual construction (fig. 5). Each segment or “block” of Model Town had a park
at its center, where buildings for public use were erected. These included schools, a
Muslim mosque, a Sikh gurudwara (temple), and Hindu temples in alternate blocks.
Model Town also had its own library, school, baraat ghar (for housing wedding
parties), hospitals (male and female), post office, police station, cooperative store, and
separate ladies’ and men’s clubhouses (the latter outfitted with billiard rooms, card
rooms, and a formal dining hall).
For the first several years, electricity was produced at the society’s own generating
plant, and water was provided to residents from several jointly owned tube wells. At
the outer edges of the scheme were gardens and orchards; in addition, the society’s
planners built dhobi ghats (places for washing clothing), menials’ and washermen’s
quarters, a Hindu cremation ground, and both Christian and Muslim cemeteries.
Outside the “geometrical” limits of the scheme, land was given over to a large sewage
farm, a slaughterhouse, and plots for small-scale factories. All these features made
Model Town largely self-sufficient, and the day-to-day governance of the town was
run locally by elected members of the society.
The first houses constructed in Model Town drew on the familiar example of a
typical British bungalow, with shade-filled verandahs, strict axial symmetry in both
the façade and floor plan, ample open space surrounding the dwelling, and auxiliary
functions (such as servants’ quarters and vehicle storage) provided for in smaller
structures placed at the rear of the house along one edge of the lot. Tandon suggests
that these buildings were familiar to Model Town’s founders, since many of them had
occupied this kind of house during their years of service in a series of peripatetic
government postings. Tandon described the early houses as stylistically “curiously
alike,” even though prestige was attached to a dwelling according to its proximity to
the club on one side of the great circle (farthest away from Lahore) or to the area set
aside for commercial activity on the other.
Model Town’s houses also departed from the British bungalow typology, however,
in small but significant ways:
Each house was divided into two parts by a huge vestibule in the middle. On one
side were dining and drawing-room and an office room; on the other side the
bedrooms, with dressing-rooms and bathrooms. The front verandah overlooked a lawn
surrounded by flower-beds and cypresses. Here male visitors were received. On the
other side was a verandah, where meals were served except on winter evenings, and
an enclosed paved courtyard, the women’s domain, with kitchen and storerooms. . . .
In its own way the house was like the British bungalows in front and grand-uncle’s house at
the back.
(Tandon 1968, 237–38; emphasis added)

The zoning of domestic space in the house into male and female domains was
accomplished more through use than by altering the bungalow’s plan. Other differences, however, were more structural. A study of building-permit applications
currently housed in the society’s offices reveals that a common modification was made
to these houses from the mid-1930s onward.15 Indian houses were often occupied by
15

The Model Town Co-operative Society record room houses a number of older applications
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more than one generation of family simultaneously, and the single-level layout of the
bungalow did not always make adequate provision for the coresidence of what were,
in effect, separate households. Consequently, many Model Town residents added a
second floor to their dwellings after some time, the new level often repeating the
ground floor plan exactly. Thus, Model Town houses were expandable vertically in
complete, replicated units, a practice that was the rule in older neighborhoods of the
city as well.
With very few exceptions, therefore, Model Town was a remarkably faithful
reproduction of Howard’s progressive ideal—more faithful, perhaps, than Howard
himself would have attempted. There is little doubt, moreover, that the physical
organization of Model Town, along with the benefits that Howard argued would
spring from such a scheme—the removal of social problems endemic to both cities
and impoverished agricultural areas and ultimately the ushering in of a higher stage
of civilization—place it firmly within the tradition of reform that we have considered
thus far. Like criminal tribe settlements and model agricultural villages, Howard’s
Garden City (and with it Model Town) was a vivid statement of the widely shared
belief that “reforming the physical environment can revolutionize the total life of a
society” (Fishman 1999, 4).
A little-known English resident of Lahore named Esmee Mascall would certainly
have been among those who shared that belief. Mascall grew up in Lahore while her
father worked for the Northwestern Railways. In her memoir (written in 1907 or
1908), Mascall speculated about the kinds of attachments that Lahore’s Indian
residents had to their traditional material environment and the disruption a scheme
such as Model Town might cause. Mascall wrote: “One can’t imagine anything but
furious resentment had the British authorities razed to the ground the ancient piledup houses in that rabbit warren of narrow streets, and re-housed the City population
in something so alien to their way of life as a neat Western-type ‘New Town’
environment.” Such an “alien” change in environment, she feared, might destroy the
inner substance of Indian culture—or at least its stereotypical outward expression:
“Wouldn’t the ancient Indian crafts have died out,” she asked, “divorced from the
crowded Indian way of life?” (MSS European Manuscripts Collection, C427).
Mascall’s statement would have an air of commonsense good judgment about it,
like most of the rest of her memoir, to anyone raised on the assumptions explored in
this article. By the early decades of the twentieth century, as I have argued, this group
would include Europeans and Indians alike. But, Tandon’s account of Model Town
does not support those assumptions very well. In his memoir, Tandon emphasized the
“traditional” or “conservative” way that residents continued to lead their lives in Model
Town, despite the changed environment that they themselves had created according
to a progressive British model. “All the old men began their day early,” Tandon wrote
(1968, 238), and spent the first hours of the morning outside walking, a practice that
observers of social life in Lahore’s older neighborhoods repeatedly noticed as well.
for both new construction and alterations to existing buildings. The collection is incomplete,
however, largely due to the events surrounding the Partition of British India in 1947. At that
time, Hindus and Sikhs resident in Lahore migrated to the newly independent state of India,
while Muslims on the Indian side of the border migrated to Pakistan. Lahore is only thirty
kilometers from the international border and suffered considerably from riots leading up to
and immediately following partition. Following the events of 1947, many archives in Lahore—
including the Model Town records—were left in disarray, and many deeds and building permits for private buildings in the city were removed by Hindu and Sikh homeowners who were
forced to migrate to India. An illustration of the kind of alteration described here appears in
Glover 1999, 171.
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Women and men took afternoon walks separately, husbands and wives included, and
Tandon observed “no real mixing of the sexes” (243). Despite having two clubhouses
fashioned after English models, there was “no club life” in Model Town to speak of;
the only social events that Tandon claimed to have attended were religious holidays,
“weddings, and head-shavings” (242).
Despite the conservative social practices that Model Town seemed to promote,
however, none of its residents had a problem with the town’s formal geometry.
Ironically, only Tandon’s Swedish wife, Gaard, is singled out in his account as
somehow violating, if only gently, this affection for a certain kind of order. Growing
tired of her father-in-law’s rigorously symmetrical placement of the sitting room
furniture, Tandon’s wife made nightly attempts to rearrange things along less orderly
lines. Her efforts were frustrated, however, by Tandon’s “old servant, [who] restored
the order every morning until she gave up” (Tandon 1968, 238).

Conclusion
Model Town helps illustrate both the durability of the ideas and assumptions
discussed in this article and the point where they reached a limit. Their durability is
reflected in the choice that Model Town’s Indian planners made to adapt a scheme
such as Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City to their own purposes in the early decades of
the twentieth century, a scheme whose intellectual roots were foreign but whose
principles had long been made familiar in colonial India. These principles were applied
by the colonial state in projects that sought to translate familiar Indian objects and
settings into a new network of ideas about how life ought to be led, reconfiguring
the relationship between Indian society and its material containers and developing
institutions to propagate change. These projects placed a high value on educating
sentiment according to a more-or-less scientific method: by reducing observed
complexities into simpler problems and recombining the results of analysis into a
comprehensible, representable whole, one that was ordered by lawlike processes and
capable of producing predictable results. When properly done, these projects imagined
a smooth and reversible flow between visible objects and invisible principles, between
a physical setting and a social milieu, in a process that was ideally “natural.”
Model Town also illustrates, however, an important limit to the assumptions on
which these projects were based. Rehousing Lahore’s Indian residents in a “neat,
Western-type ‘New Town’ environment” did not result in the destruction of an
“Indian way of life” as some would and did predict. Despite the formal and institutional similarities between Model Town and Howard’s Garden City, Prakash
Tandon’s account emphasized both the radically new nature of this settlement and its
residents’ attachment to older ideas and institutions. Rather than overturning old
“customs and habits,” in other words, the residents of Model Town took as much of
the Garden City model as they wanted or needed, holding onto those elements of
their family and social lives that they wanted to preserve intact.
Still, the range of choices that Model Town’s builders faced for establishing a new
“model” of residence had been largely qualified by the introduction onto Indian soil
of the concepts and practices described in this article. This is not the same as saying
that the organization of residential life in India, once colonized by the British, would
gradually but inevitably begin to assimilate to a homogenous, Western pattern. It is
rather to emphasize that, as anthropologist Talal Asad has written, “social and cultural
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variety everywhere increasingly responds to, and is managed by, categories brought
into play by modern forces” (1992, 333).
Those “modern forces” were not always as forceful or destructive as scholars of
colonial history sometimes argue. Indeed, much of the literature on colonialism
emphasizes interventions where colonial ideas were “imposed” or “thrust upon”
colonial subjects. Without reducing the severity of violence and dehumanization that
those interventions entailed, I would emphasize that they are not the only examples
useful for understanding the complex cultural processes that characterized colonial
rule. Colonial officials who proposed the kinds of materialist reforms described in this
article assumed that the education of proper sentiments, rather than the imposition
by force of radically new forms of social organization, was the most effective means
to create a proper milieu for the conduct of society. The liberal notion of society upon
which this assumption hinged presumed a political subject at its center who was
endowed with specific rights, obligations, and a disposition toward improvement or
progress. In colonial India, as in many colonial settings, the last quality was seen to
be lacking in the indigenous population. Nevertheless, liberal reformists thought
proper dispositions could be instilled in those over whom they governed. Their goal
was nothing less than to create a new kind of person, and they found the material
environment crucial to the task.
The idea that a properly ordered material environment could foster human change
has been a cornerstone of state policy wherever modern Anglo-European governments
ruled, whether at home or abroad. This idea was as central to early Republican efforts
to shape a national landscape in the United States or to nineteenth-century urban
reforms in England as it was to reshaping colonial Rabat by French urban planners
or of nineteenth-century Cairo by British and Egyptian engineers (Mitchell 1988;
Poovey 1995; Rabinow 1989; Upton 1996). In this sense, there is nothing particularly
“colonial” about the idea itself. The application of materialist reform in colonial
settings was distinctive, however, in at least two important ways.
First, Europe’s encounter with the “strange and unfamiliar” worlds of its overseas
colonies gradually unsettled the assumption that materialist reform entailed principles—and produced effects—that were universal in nature. In a setting where the very
foundation of knowledge and moral judgment—that of experience derived from the
sensate apperception of a material world—was no longer patterned along familiar
lines, the endpoint of moral development could never be ascertained with certainty.
This was not simply a matter of local specificity running up against the abstractions
inherent to liberal theory, however. Rather, as the examples presented above have
shown, the abstract principles underlying materialist reform were themselves often
adapted and reformulated by colonial subjects. Put somewhat differently, the appeal
of “Object Lessons,” model schemes, and exemplary material works lasted far longer
in colonial contexts than did any certainty regarding their effects.
This leads to the second important point. Once the techniques and assumptions
of materialist reform spread to larger segments of colonial populations, reaching deeper
into local societies, they had to contend increasingly with other imagined relationships
between society and the material world and with other ways of positing moral growth.
The result was not simply that “local” or “indigenous” practices formed a durable
Other standing resolutely outside modernity, nor did these practices simply dissolve
under the continuous application of a particular form of Anglo-European reason. As
I have argued, when colonial subjects gradually embraced the tenets of liberal
materialism, the results of that embrace were never simply prefigured in the West.
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Rather, the “local” and contingent became constitutive of—as opposed to remaining
external to—the diverse forms of modernity that emerged.
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